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[ 1 ] ; Reyes, J (Reyes, Javiera) N-2 <-> 2I <-> 2U folding mechanism in which dimer dissociation into a monomeric intermediate precedes protein unfolding, in contrast to the typical two-state model described for most domainswapping proteins, whereas the A39P mutant follows a two-state N <-> U folding mechanism consistent with the second transition observed for dimeric FoxP1. Also, the free-energy change of the N <-> U in A39P FoxP1 is similar to 2 kcal.mol(-1) larger than the I <-> U transition of both wildtype and R53H FoxP1. Finally, hydrogen-deuterium exchange mass spectrometry reveals that the intermediate strongly resembles the native state. Our results suggest that domain swapping in FoxP1 is at least partially linked to monomer folding stability and follows an unusual three-state folding mechanism, which might proceed via transient structural changes rather than requiring complete protein unfolding as do most domain-swapping proteins. 
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